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The Excalibur Space Lore Volume 2
Ariane and Wally must reforge the sword of Excalibur to defeat Merlin: but doing so may unleash
something neither of them is strong enough to handle.
Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current popular fiction and recommends other books by
such criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period, geographical setting, or genre
They were Roman soldiers¾ and they were still alive because there were no better killers in the
galaxy. The Galactics need fighters who could win battles without the aid of technology. That's
why, when Rome's legions suffered disaster at Carrhae, secretive alien traders were waiting to
buy them on the Persian slave market. Now, virtually immortal, the Romans fight strange enemies
on stranger worlds; and though they win every battle, the spoils of victory never include
freedom. If the legionaries are ever to return to Earth, it must be through the beam weapons and
force screens of their ruthless alien owners. But no matter the odds, two thousand years is a
long time; the Romans are coming home. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without
DRM (Digital Rights Management).
This novel is based on a much shorter version published in David Drake's "Foreign Legions".
Science fiction & fantasy by authors featured on the Aurora Award-winning podcast The
Worldshapers
DE HAVILLAND DH-4 PB
Alan Davis
Excalibur By Tini Howard
Once & Future
Collects Excalibur (1988) #12-30. Amazing adventures across the Marvel Multiverse! England's premier superteam takes their show on the
road in an interdimensional odyssey. Kitty Pryde, Nightcrawler, Rachel Summers, Captain Britain and Meggan face a truly epic journey
through incredible alternate dimensions, guest-starring nearly every hero and villain you can think of - or very unreasonable facsimiles
thereof! But what do Crusader X, Centurion Britannus, Chevalier Bretagne and Lady London all have in common? Why, they're all Captain
Britain, of course! Traumatic transformations and titanic tricksters await!
Lieutenant Robin Lefler's mother died in a shuttle explosion ten years ago. So is the woman being held prisoner in Thallonian space really
her? If it is, what is her connection to the mysterious woman holding a weapon that could doom entire worlds? With the lives of billions at
stake, Robin Lefler, Captain Calhoun and the crew of the U.S.S. Excalibur must find the answers before time runs out for them and for the
struggling remnants of the once-great Thallonian Empire.
Explore twenty-four imaginative tales crafted by some of today’s best writers of science fiction and fantasy, all guests on the Aurora AwardPage 1/7
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winning podcast The Worldshapers during its second year, and including several international bestsellers and winners of every major award
in the field, as well as newer authors just beginning what promise to be stellar careers. A woman seeking the power to see the evil hiding
within others regrets receiving it. Letters written by a wizard in the past threaten a queen’s reign in the present. Competing for Earth, a
human wrestler faces an alien shapeshifter in an interstellar tournament. A guide in Tibet must weigh the good of his people when asked to
lead a westerner to the fabled realm of Shangri. An activist imprisoned for illegal genetic modification works with the materials at hand and
the threads of the multiverse to make the world—a world, at least—a better place. A demonic agent sent to help a human turns the tables on his
summoner. Like the “cabinets of curiosities” created by collectors of the sixteenth century, Shapers of Worlds Volume II displays a varied
array of thought-provoking delights: tales of humour and sorrow, darkness and light, and hope and despair that are full of adventure, full of
life, and sometimes full of regret. There are stories set in alternate histories, in possible futures, near and far, and in the here-and-now, taking
place on Earth, on distant planets, or in fantastic realms. All arise from the innate need of human beings to create, to imagine . . . to shape
worlds. Praise for Shapers of Worlds Volume I: “One of the most wide-ranging volumes I’ve encountered in terms of sub-genre. It’s rather
like a speculative fiction buffet, offering steampunk, fantasy, military fiction, magic, space opera, post-apocalyptic, hard science fiction, and
others . . . Inventive and varied, the collection has a lot to offer for those seeking an interesting, entertaining, and thought-provoking read.” –
Lisa Timpf, The Future Fire
The Excalibur AlternativeBaen Books
Ships of the Line
What Do I Read Next?
The Academy and Literature
The Last Teacher
Dawn Of X Vol. 3
A new King Arthur has risen and she's got a universe to save Coming to terms with your identity is always difficult. But for Ari, the 42nd
reincarnation of King Arthur, it just got a whole lot more complicated. Gender-bending royalty, caustic wit and a galaxy-wide fight for peace
and equality all collide in this epic adventure. With an awkward adolescent Merlin and a rusty spaceship, this is the Arthurian legend as you
have never before seen it.
Collects Marauders (2019) #7, Excalibur (2019) #7, X-Force (2019) #7, Wolverine (2020) #1. The Dawn of X continues to evolve! As
Verendi’s plans against the X-Men’s island home of Krakoa grow, the Marauders find themselves missing something vital! But where will
Callisto of the Morlocks stand in the reshaped world of mutantkind? The new Excalibur face an old foe — but this time, they are the hunters
rather than the game! Domino of X-Force is on an unlucky streak — can she find the source of her misfortune before the whole world starts to
suffer? And at last, your favorite X-Man returns to his own series — yes, Wolverine is back! When an old foe with a grudge arrives on Krakoa,
Logan must discover if there’s more to this villain’s sudden appearance than meets the eye!
When an alien armada destroys the United Earth Space Force and takes control of the human homeworld, newly reinstated Captain Annette
Bond must take her experimental hyperspace cruiser Tornado into exile as Terra's only interstellar privateer.
In The Winter King and Enemy of God Bernard Cornwell demonstrated his astonishing ability to make the oft-told legend of King Arthur fresh
and new for our time. Now, in this riveting final volume of The Warlord
Chronicles, Cornwell tells the unforgettable tale of Arthur's final
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struggles against the Saxons and his last attempts to triumph over a ruined marriage and ravaged dreams. This is the tale not only of a
broken love remade, but also of forces both earthly and unearthly that threaten everything Arthur stands for. Peopled by princesses and
bards, by warriors and magicians, Excalibur is the story of love, war, loyalty, and betrayal-the work of a magnificent storyteller at the height of
his powers.
Door Into Faerie
Book One in the Duchy of Terra
Ranks of Bronze
Dawn Of X Vol. 10
ALBATROS PB
Welcome to the nightmarish future of The Theta Timeline, where '1984' meets 'Slaughterhouse-Five.' Leaders who rely on
war and fear. The men and women who refuse to accept a tyrannical government. And an unreliable means of time travel in
which most people don't survive.Freedom was not stolen overnight, but gradually chipped away through a campaign of war
and terror. People were told new laws and restrictions were for their own good. But the reality was a monstrous regime
bent on controlling its subjects. Now, there is only one way to stop the Tyranny: go back in time and prevent it from ever
starting.At times eloquent, funny, satirical, and infuriating, The Theta Timeline is not only Dietzel's most powerful book, it
is as important as any dystopian vision created to date.
Collects Excalibur (2019) #1-6. Forging a new dawn! A fresh era is beginning for mutantkind, but war rocks the magical
Otherworld! And when a portal opens between Otherworld and Krakoa, magic and science collide violently - and Betsy
Braddock finds herself transformed into the new Captain Britain! Betsy is joined by allies Rogue, Gambit, Jubilee, Rictorand Apocalypse?! But whose side will they take in the Otherworld war? As the new captain faces the truth about her
brother, she must choose her path forward - even as MI13 and agents of the British crown learn of her ascension!
Meanwhile, Rogue faces an uncertain fate - and while she sleeps, she dreams! En Sabah Nur performs a ritual, and the
throne of power changes hands-but to whom? What will happen when the rise of mutantkind confronts the reign of Morgan
Le Fay?
Excalibur leader Captain Britain is double-teamed by problems when the Technet take over his house and he's abducted to
be put on trial by his fellow Captain Britains! Meanwhile, Excalibur's own ranks grow as Widget, Kylun, and Cerise join the
action - presuming anyone on the team survives the wrath of the Anti-Phoenix! Plus, more than four years of mutant
madness culminates in a fearsome fight in #50! Collects Excalibur #42-50.
Tsubaki and Black*Star set off on their most difficult mission yet: a battle with the Uncanny Sword Masamune, a soul on
the brink of becoming a Kishin. But this fight holds personal significance for Tsubaki - their target is her older brother.
Jealous of her inherited talents, Masamune is holding nothing back. Usually docile and complacent, Tsubaki must find the
strength to overtake the Uncanny Sword before she too is sucked into the darkness.
The Shards of Excalibur, Book 2
Twist of the Blade
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The Two-front War
The Once and Future Queen
Excalibur

A collection of novellas by some of today's most acclaimed science fiction
writers--including David Drake, David Weber, Eric Flint, S. M. Stirling, and Mark L. Van
Name--chronicle the exploits and adventures of guilds of star-traveling merchants and
their not-so-obedient human slaves and mercenaries.
Captain Calhoun and the crew of the U.S.S. Excalibur are on Thallon when their sensors
detect strange vibrations coming from beneath the surface of the planet. Original.
Collects Excalibur (2019) #7-12. Captain Britain, Gambit, Rogue, Jubilee and Rictor are
the new Excalibur! Together they’re about to face an old foe! Only this time they are the
hunters — and the Warwolves are the game! The team has just been baptized by fire in a
bloody and brutal struggle against Morgan Le Fay — and though Otherworld, the source of
Captain Britain’s power, has been liberated from Morgan’s magical clutches, many threats
remain! Excalibur begins a journey to the mystical Starlight Citadel — but why is London
burning behind them? When the Citadel commits an act of war, Excalibur must respond! Torn
between Otherworld, Britain and Krakoa, Betsy Braddock will make her hardest decision
yet. And deep in Otherworld, Apocalypse forges ahead toward his ultimate goal.
Collects X-Force (2019) #10, Excalibur (2019) #9, Giant-Size X-Men: Nightcrawler (2020)
#1, Hellions (2020) #1, New Mutants (2019) #9. The Dawn of X is full of dangers! As a
nightmare becomes real for the New Mutants, Nightcrawler leads an eerie mission into the
unknown! Meanwhile, Mister Sinister fi nds a use for Krakoa’s troublemakers. Meet his new
Hellions: Scalphunter, Wild Child, Empath, Nanny, Orphan-Maker, Psylocke...and Havok?!
They’re the team you’re going to hate to love! Wolverine faces a combined assault from
Lady Deathstrike, Sabretooth and Doctor Cornelius — but the Flower Cartel might have
enlisted his worst foe of all! The X-Men have their hands full with some cosmic heavy
hitters — the Brood, the Shi’ar Imperial Guard and the Starjammers! And London is
burning! As Britain goes to war with Krakoa, its Captain is faced with her hardest
decision yet!
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Soul Eater
Reign of X Vol. 5
A Novel of Arthur
Explaining Paranormal Phenomena
Excalibur By Tini Howard Vol. 1
P-80 var det første operative jet-fly i USA, der kom i fuld produktion.
Beskriver udviklingen og anvendelsen, såvel under 1. verdenskrig som i mellemkrigsårene, af det britiske
jagerfly fra 1. verdenskrig, de Havilland D.H.4.
Each book deals with a different historic airplane in the National Air and Space Museum's (NASM)
impressive collection. The first section of each book covers the background and history of the aircraft;
the second provides illustrations, diagrams, and details unique to its restoration by skilled NASM
craftsmen.
In celebration of one of science fiction's most beloved franchises, an updated edition of the acclaimed
Ships of the Line hardcover collection. They dared to risk it all in a skiff of reeds or leather, on a ship of
wood or steel, knowing the only thing between them and certain death was their ship. To explore, to seek
out what lay beyond the close and comfortable, every explorer had to embrace danger. And as they did so,
what arose was a mystical bond, a passion for the ships that carried them. From the very first time
humans dared to warp the fabric of space, escaping from the ashes of the third World War, they also
created ships. These vessels have become the icons of mankind's desire to rise above the everyday, to
seek out and make the unknown known. And these ships that travel the stellar seas have stirred the same
passions as the ones that floated in the oceans. While every captain has wished that their starship could
be outfitted in the same manner as the sailing ship H.M.S. Beagle—without weapons—that proved
untenable. From the start, Starfleet realized that each vessel, due to the limited range of the early warp
engines, must be able to stand alone against any attack. Thus arose the idea, taken from the days of
wooden sailing ships, that every Starfleet vessel must stand as a ship of the line. Through the actions of
their captains and crews, countless starships have taken on that role. Here we remember some of those
ships and their heroic crews. In celebration of one of science fiction's most beloved franchises, this
updated edition of the acclaimed Ships of the Line hardcover collection now includes dozens of additional
images brought together for the first time in book format—spectacular renderings featured in the highly
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successful Star Trek: Ships of the Line calendar series. With text by Star Trek's own Michael Okuda, the
story of each of these valiant starships now comes to life. ™, ®, & © 2014 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK
and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Foreign Legions
Phenomenal World
Le Morte Darthur
EXCALIBUR 3 PB
FOCKE WULF FW 190 PB
For centuries mankind has been exploring the nature of reality. The materialistic scientific worldview would have
us believe that physically measurable phenomena are all that exist. Yet the answers to the key of reality go far
beyond this mindset. This book explores the clues we have about the nature of reality, especially those aspects
that cannot yet be proven. If we can understand the most baffling aspects of reality, then we will move closer
toward understanding its ultimate cause and nature.
Having saved the first Shard of the sword Excalibur from internet mogul Rex Major (aka Merlin), Ariane and Wally
are on the lookout for the second. Wally’s worried that the power of the first Shard is already changing Ariane,
giving her the strength to do both good and evil...and when she seriously hurts his bullying sister Flish, it seems
he might be right.
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Excalibur (2019) #18-19, S.W.O.R.D (2020) #2-3, and
King in black: Marauders (2021) #1"--Indicia.
Collects X-Men (2019) #3, X-Force (2019) #3, Marauders (2019) #3, Excalibur (2019) #3, Fallen Angels (2019)
#3, New Mutants (2019) #3. In the Dawn of X, the X-Men are the most powerful heroes of the planet’s dominant
species! The new X-Force strikes back against the humans who took one of their own! Marauders beware,
Sebastian Shaw has recruited a new Black Bishop — continuing his machinations against the Queens of the
Hellfire Club! Excalibur and the new Captain Britain must face the truth about her brother and choose their path
forward! Psylocke’s past continues to haunt her as she molds the Fallen Angels into a fighting force! And while the
original New Mutants are off in space, the rest of Krakoa’s youth begin forging the future they want to live in!
The Terran Privateer
The Nation
Excalibur Briefing
The Cross-Time Caper
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P-80 SHOOTING STAR PB
Rani Arturus is a chess prodigy with no plans to be a leader of any sort, let alone QUEEN. After
she pulls the legendary sword Excalibur from the stone...well, no backsies. Now she must form a
new round table made of friends and family to protect the Earth from an invasion of Fae, who'd
like a new planet to call their own. It's magic, romance, adventure, and excitement as old myths
reveal themselves to be fake, and new ones cause trouble for everyone! • King Arthur is
reimagined as a 21st century multi-ethnic teen girl • Featuring a diverse team of characters
with East-Asian, African, and British heritage, as well as diverse sexual orientation. • Set in
Portland, Oregon, and the UK • From the team who created Amelia Cole, an all-ages heroine who
ran for 6 arcs at Monkeybrain and IDW.
Et meget anvendt tysk fly fra 1. verdenskrig. Von Richthofen vandt 60 af sine 80 sejre i et
Albatros fly.
"The novel is set in modern times against the background of the legendary Medieval Welsh
colonization of Mobile, Alabama under the Prince Madoc in the 12th century. The modern
Pendragon, King Arthur's secret successor, must recover Arthur's famed sword
Excalibur."--Publisher's description.
Mackenzie August's first year of teaching. In South Hill
The Excalibur Alternative
Fire On High
The Theta Timeline
BELLANCA C F PB
Dawn Of X Vol. 7
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